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ABSTRACT

1

Manual inspection of sequence assembly graphs can be useful not
only as a debugging tool when developing assembly software, but
also as a way to uncover interesting biological patterns, such as
structural differences between the two or more haplotypes being
analyzed in a genomic or metagenomic experiment. Current tools
for visualizing these graphs, however, emphasize a high-level representation, based on force-directed layouts, aimed at revealing
the broad level quality of an assembly rather than its small scale
structure. As a result, it is difficult for users to piece together a unified understanding of both the high-level structure of the assembly
graph and the detailed patterns found within these graphs.
We present a new strategy for displaying genome assembly
graphs that emphasizes the expected linear structure of genome
assemblies and allows a multi-level exploration of the structure of
the graph. This approach is implemented in MetagenomeScope, an
interactive web-based tool.
We detail the novel layout algorithm employed by MetagenomeScope
and provide a qualitative comparison with the main tools currently
used to explore genome assembly graphs. We demonstrate that
MetagenomeScope provides a set of unique capabilities that enable
the effective visual exploration of assembly graphs in the context
of several common workflows, such as genome finishing or the
discovery of structural variants within assemblies.

Modern approaches for genome assemblyÐthe computational process of reconstructing a genomic sequence from the many small
DNA fragments "read" by a sequencing instrumentÐrely on graphtheoretic algorithms. Specifically, the assembly problem is formulated as the traversal of a graph that encodes the links between
DNA segments whose adjacency is implied by the sequenced reads.
Repeats, sequencing errors, mutations, and other genomic features
complicate the structure of this assembly graph, giving rise to
branching and cyclic paths which make it difficult to automatically
identify the traversal of the graph that spells out the correct genome
sequence. Resolving this complexity frequently necessitates manual inspection of the graph and even the generation of additional
experimental data, in a process known as finishing, in order to
complete the assembly process [14].
Effective visualization of assembly graphs can substantially speed
up the finishing process. More importantly, however, in many cases
the assembly graph contains information about interesting biological signatures. In the case of eukaryotic genomes, the assembly
represents the combination of two distinct haplotypes, and structural differences between these haplotypes (an important genetic
feature) appear as "bubbles" in the graph. In the case of metagenomic data resulting from the sequencing of complex microbial
mixtures, the assembly comprises multiple haplotypes (genomes of
closely related strains co-existing in a sample), and the assembly
graph can reveal structural genomic variants associated with interesting biological phenomena such as antigenic drift or lateral gene
transfer.
Current tools for visualizing assembly graphs are limited in their
ability to display a hierarchical, semi-linearized overview of a graph.
Many tools employ force-directed layout algorithms for positioning
contigs (nodes in the graph which represent fragments of DNA)
and the edges between them, which can result in visualizations
that generate an appealing high-level representation of the graph
but make analysis of details (for example, łbubblež-like regions) intractable. This is a particular downside for metagenomic assemblies,
where analysis of these fine-grained details can provide valuable
biological insights.
MetagenomeScope addresses the limitations of current assembly
visualization tools through a novel hierarchical layout process that
results in a semi-linear representation of the assembly graph, and
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through the automatic detection of certain structural patterns in
the graph. Our tool is implemented as a client-side web application
and provides an array of controls for interacting with assembly
graphs.

2

RELATED WORK

Several tools were developed in recent years for the visualization of
assembly graphs. These include Bandage [16], ABySS-Explorer [12],
and Ray Cloud Browser [7]. Many of these tools are primarily targeted at the needs of users of their corresponding assembly programs: ABySS-Explorer was designed to support ABySS [15] and
Ray Cloud Browser supports Ray [2]. Bandage, though, was developed with similar general applications in mind as MetagenomeScope.
Below we highlight some of the key differences between our work
and these prior approaches.

2.1

Layout Differences

Bandage, ABySS-Explorer, and Ray Cloud Browser all use forcedirected layout algorithms for depicting assembly graphs, which
can complicate the inspection of small-scale details in their visualizations. MetagenomeScope uses Graphviz’ [6] dot tool to perform
hierarchical layout, with an extra graph linearization step based on
identified structural patterns of contigs. (Section 3.1 provides an
in-depth description of MetagenomeScope’s layout process.)

Figure 2: Screenshot captured in MetagenomeScope of the
same region of the same graph as in Fig. 1. The collections of contigs highlighted in blue have been flagged
as łbubbles,ž regions of the assembly graph exhibiting a
converge→diverge→converge pattern [13]. The thicknesses
of edges in the display relate to the number of links supporting the corresponding connection between two contigs;
edges highlighted in red are supported by a significantly
large amount of links. See section 3.1.2 for details on how
edge weights are visually represented in MetagenomeScope.

graph. MetagenomeScope’s representation, however, clearly highlights the connections between these contigs, as well as the relative
multiplicities of the edges between them.

2.2

Figure 1: Screenshot captured in Bandage v0.8.1 of a specified region of an E. coli assembly graph. The graph was
drawn as a łdouble graphž in Bandage’s linear layout mode
with otherwise default settings. Selected contigs are outlined in blue by Bandage.
To demonstrate the differences between the two approaches
we highlight a region of a Velvet [17] Escherichia coli assembly
graph (E_coli_LastGraph) distributed with Bandage, rendered in
Bandage (Fig. 1) and MetagenomeScope (Fig. 2). In both cases, the
visualization has been zoomed to fit the selected contigs 38+, 180+,
58+, 174-, 57-, 266+, 219-, 218-, 217-, 77+, 236-, and 78+ (the + or
- sign indicates the inferred strand of the DNA).1 Bandage’s representation of this region is visually dense, and does not reveal
much insight into the contigs’ relative positions in the assembly
1 As

can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the identifiers used for contigs that lack a definite
orientation differ slightly between Bandage and MetagenomeScope. MetagenomeScope
omits + signs, and uses the - sign (where applicable) as a prefix instead of as a suffix.
So the same list of contig identifiers in MetagenomeScope is 38, 180, 58, -174, -57, 266,
-219, -218, -217, 77, -236, and 78.

Application Environments

Bandage and ABySS-Explorer are desktop applications, while Ray
Cloud Browser and MetagenomeScope are web applications.
Web applications like MetagenomeScope and Ray Cloud Browser
reduce the amount of work needed for end users to view visualizations, since the installation process is replaced with merely opening
a window in a web browser. This functionality makes the tools
easier to use; however, it limits the complexity of the graphs that
can be rendered due to limits in the computational resources made
available by web browswer or available on a user’s computer. Such
resource limitations are most relevant for the computation of the
graph layout. Ray Cloud Browser relies on server-side code for
this task while MetagenomeScope performs this task off-line in its
preprocessing script.

3 METHODS
3.1 Hierarchical graph layout
MetagenomeScope relies on the layout algorithms implemented in
the Graphviz package [6], specifically the dot hierarchical layout
engine, modified as follows. First, the graph is decomposed into
a collection of structural patterns as described in more detail in
section 3.2. These patterns are then grouped together throughout
the layout process in order to retain the visual presentation of these
small-scale details.
We initially structured these patterns by defining them as łclusters,ž using a feature of the language supported by dot. However, we
noticed that dot tended to route edges through the borders defined
by the clusters, thereby making the graph difficult to interpret (see
Fig. 3 for an example).
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3.1.1 Contig Scaling. Contigs’ sizes are scaled in the displayed
graph by their length. Due to the wide range of contig sizes found
within a typical assembly, MetagenomeScope scales contigs such
that the area occupied by a contig’s symbol in a visualization of
a connected component of the assembly graph is proportional to
the contig’s relative length in that connected component. Contig lengths are also scaled logarithmically beforehand in order to
maintain compactness while adequately highlighting differences in
contig sizes.2 In order to help visually elucidate significant relative
differences in contig length, MetagenomeScope also adjusts contigs’
proportions (keeping area constant) based on their relative length.
Figure 3: dot’s layout of a sample assembly graph
(sample_LastGraph) provided with Bandage. The input
DOT file used for this layout was created without using
the structural pattern backfilling technique described in
section 3.1. (This figure, along with Fig. 4, was generated
using dot -Tpng with the lines rotate=90; and dpi=50;
added to the header of its DOT file in order to rotate the
output image and decrease its resolution to fit within this
document.)

To address this issue, we modified the invocation of dot by laying
out the contents of each structural pattern in isolation (calling dot
once for each structural pattern) and saving the relative positions of
the contigs within each pattern, as well as the dimensions of each
pattern’s bounding box. In a final invocation, we represent each
structural pattern as a single node, using the dimensions determined
in the earlier layout step, then łbackfillž the original contigs and
edges within the corresponding regions in the graph. This process
is possible because MetagenomeScope limits contigs to being in at
most one pattern, so the set of contigs contained in a given pattern
is guaranteed to be disjoint from the sets of contigs contained in
other patterns in the graph.

Figure 4: dot’s layout of the same assembly graph as in Fig.
3. The input DOT file used for this layout was created using the backfilling technique described in section 3.1. Notice
the linearity of this layout compared with that in Fig. 3 that
has been introduced by preventing edges from being routed
through contig groups.
We found that this technique not only addressed the routing
of edges through structural patterns, but also significantly helped
linearize dot’s layout for many graphs containing structural patterns. An example of this effect is shown in Fig. 4. For comparative
purposes, versions of the DOT files specifying layouts without backfilling being used (as in Fig. 3) can be generated using the -nbdf
option in MetagenomeScope’s preprocessing script, and versions of
the DOT files specifying layouts with backfilling (as in Fig. 4) can
be generated using the -pg option.

3.1.2 Edge Scaling. The thicknesses of edges in the graph are
also scaled to highlight the number of links connecting a pair of
contigs. As edge weights are difficult to evaluate visually, we also
add color to flag edges that are unusually łthickž or unusually łthinž
when compared to other edges in a given connected component of
the graph. These outlier edges are detected using Tukey fences as
detailed in [18], and their thickness is set as either the maximum
or minimum thickness available, based on whether the outlier edge
in question was a high or low outlier. These outlier edges are also
specially colored to indicate their relatively abnormal high or low
multiplicity. This approach aids in providing a quick visual indication of which edges have relatively high or low multiplicities,
setting MetagenomeScope apart from tools like Bandage [16] which
do not incorporate edge weight metadata into the visualizations.
The thicknesses of edges not determined to be outliers in their
connected components are set relatively; since outlier edges are
not considered in these calculations, relative scaling in this context
should be less vulnerable to extreme values skewing the dataset.

3.2

Detection and Highlighting of Structural
Patterns

Certain structures in genome assembly graphs correspond to either errors (e.g., łbubblesž caused by sequencing errors) or biological phenomena such as differences between co-assembled haplotypes. As described earlier, the layout algorithm employed by
MetagenomeScope can use these patterns to generate a layout that
is visually informative. We limit the scope of pattern identification
so that single contigs are assigned to at most one pattern. This
enables the hierarchical layout of the graph, as each pattern can
thus be replaced by a single virtual node (as detailed in section 3.1).
MetagenomeScope automatically detects four types of structural
patterns present in many assembly graphs: łbubbles,ž łfrayed ropes,ž
łchains,ž and łcyclic chains.ž
Bubbles and frayed ropes indicate regions of the graph exhibiting
a diverge-converge or converge-diverge pattern, respectively [10].
Bubbles can indicate sequencing errors or real polymorphisms between co-assembled haplotypes, and frayed ropes can be a signature
of repetitive sequences.
We define łchainsž as any sequence of two or more unambiguously linked contigs within an assembly graph.
łCyclic chainsž are defined as chains that form a cycle, with
the purview of łchainž slightly expanded in this case to include
single-contig cycles. These types of patterns potentially indicate
2 We use a base 10 logarithm by default, although the base is set as a configurable
variable (CONTIG_SCALING_LOG_BASE) in MetagenomeScope’s source code.
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the presence of tandem repeats in the underlying sequence, or
represent complete circular chromosomes or organelles.
MetagenomeScope can also accept patterns defined by an external file, thereby allowing users of the tool to visualize complex
patterns or to study specific biological phenomena that are currently not captured by the patterns described above.
The patterns, whether identified automatically by MetagenomeScope
or generated by an external tool, are higlighted with a different
background in the graph, and can be dynamically collapsed and
uncollapsed by the user in MetagenomeScope’s viewer interface.
Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate this functionality, showing how it helps
to simplify the region of the graph being visualized.
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The SPQR tree data structure [1] provides a decomposition of a
biconnected graph into its triconnected components. Each triconnected component in the original graph corresponds to an individual node in the SPQR tree (here referred to as łmetanodesž in order
to alleviate confusion with contigs). SPQR trees have been proposed
as a means for hierarchically decomposing assembly graphs [11],
as well as for identifying complicated bubble-like regions in these
graphs [13].
MetagenomeScope supports the use of SPQR trees as a means for
decomposing biconnected components within an assembly graph
into smaller, iteratively expandable regions. This functionality is
available in MetagenomeScope’s SPQR łdecomposition mode,ž a
distinct method of visualization from the łstandard modež that is
organized around the subgraph patterns described above.

Figure 5: Third largest connected component of a human
metagenome assembly graph (accession ID SRS049950), visualized in MetagenomeScope. Bubbles are highlighted blue,
frayed ropes are colored green, and chains are colored red.

Figure 6: Same component of the SRS049950 assembly graph
as in Fig. 5, with all identified structural patterns collapsed.
In addition to their role when laying out the graph, MetagenomeScope
uses these identified patterns while drawing the graph in the viewer
interface. During the drawing process for a given connected component of a graph, MetagenomeScope first draws the colored bounding
boxes of each pattern in the component, followed by all contigs
in the component, and ending with all edges in the component.
This behavior helps the user obtain some limited understanding of
the graph while it is being drawn; for particularly large connected
components where displaying the graph can take more than a few
seconds, this feature can provide the user with an initial overview
of the graph’s density of patterns.

3.3

SPQR Tree Decomposition

Figure 7: Assembly graph based on Fig. 2a in [13], visualized
in MetagenomeScope’s łstandard mode.ž

Figure 8: Same graph as in Fig. 7, presented as a fully uncollapsed SPQR tree in MetagenomeScope’s explicit SPQR decomposition mode. The children of every non-leaf metanode in the SPQR tree can be iteratively uncollapsed and collapsed in MetagenomeScope’s viewer interface, providing a
hierarchical means of dynamically altering the graph’s complexity.
There are two łsub-modesž of MetagenomeScope’s decomposition mode. In both cases, the specified connected component of
the assembly graph is drawnÐlike in MetagenomeScope’s standard
modeÐwith the main distinction that every biconnected component
in the currently-drawn connected component is collapsed to the
root metanode of its respective SPQR tree. These two sub-modes
differ in the ways in which these SPQR trees are uncollapsed, and
in which information about the biconnected components’ structure
is thus iteratively revealed.
The first of these sub-modes is łimplicitž SPQR tree visualization,
in which right-clicking (or tapping with two fingers, for touchenabled devices) on a metanode within a given biconnected component’s SPQR tree merges the child metanodes of the clicked metanode into the currently displayed biconnected component, providing
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an iteratively more detailed view of the structure of the biconnected
component in question. This sub-mode helps to provide the user
with a high-level overview of the graph’s structure.
The second of these sub-modes is łexplicitž tree visualization.
In this sub-mode, right-clicking (or tapping with two fingers) on a
metanode within a SPQR tree reveals the child metanodes of the
clicked metanode, thus revealing an additional section of the literal
SPQR tree structure. Fig. 8 shows an example of a fully uncollapsed
tree in MetagenomeScope’s explicit SPQR decomposition mode.
This sub-mode helps provide a visual explanation of the precise
structure of biconnected components’ SPQR trees. We posit that
this functionality may be useful from a didactic standpoint, when
explaining SPQR trees to those unfamiliar with the data structure.

3.4

Scaffold Visualization

3.5
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Finishing Tools

An assembly graph is an inherently intermediate structure. The
goal of assembly is the reconstruction of the complete genome
sequence of an organism from the complexity represented within
the assembly graph. In most cases, this goal cannot be achieved in
a fully automated fashion, and human intervention is necessary,
often supported by additional experiments meant to disambiguate
the path taken by the genome through the assembly graph. This
process is commonly referred to as finishing.
To aid in this endeavor, MetagenomeScope’s viewer interface
includes functionality that allows the interactive selection of paths
through an assembly graph. A path manually selected by the user
can then be exported in AGP or CSV format suitable for further
processing. Fig. 11 shows a demonstration of a finishing process in
progress: immediately after selecting the contig labelled k99_180779
during a finishing process, many other contigs become available for
traversal along the path. Selecting one of these contigs adds that
contig to the path and repeats the process at the next branching
point in the path. The finishing process ends automatically when
no contigs can be added to the path.

Figure 9: Region of a biofilm assembly graph visualized in
MetagenomeScope. Contigs contained within a selected scaffold are colored darker than other contigs to indicate their
selection status.

Figure 10: Example of an erroneously generated scaffold in the SRS049950 assembly graph, visualized in
MetagenomeScope. The discontiguous nature of the scaffold
is immediately apparent from cursory visual inspection.
A scaffold consists of a set of contigs within an assembly graph
that are joined together into a path [8]. Scaffolding is usually performed by stand-alone software tools relying on complementary
sources of information, such as mate-pairs or physical mapping
data. To help users evaluate the correctness of the results produced
by such tools, MetagenomeScope allows users to provide scaffold
information through an AGP file. The scaffold information is then
overlaid onto the graph, as shown in Fig. 9. This information can
help identify inconsistencies, such as the situation shown in Fig. 10
where the contigs determined to be adjacent by the scaffolding software are not connected by a valid path within the assembly graph.
In this particular example, the visual inspection of the scaffolds
allowed us to determine that such mistakes were associated with
bubble-like patterns, and closer inspection of the scaffolding code
revealed a bug in the way node orientations were processed in such
regions.

Figure 11: Example of visual feedback provided to the user
in MetagenomeScope’s interactive finishing tools. The contigs with a light blue border represent alternate paths originating from a specific contig, which is also colored light
blue to indicate its łvisitedž status in the path. This figure
also demonstrates MetagenomeScope’s configurability in its
color settings: all of the colors used in the viewer interface’s
graph visualizations can be modified, and these settings can
be exported and imported in order to be reused. Here, the
viewer interface’s default colors have been inverted using
MetagenomeScope’s łInvert all color settingsž option.
In the case that the user selects a contig that starts an unambiguous path, MetagenomeScope automatically pursues the path
forward as far as possible until a branch is reached. This łautofinishingž functionality drastically reduces the amount of user effort
involved in resolving a path, only requiring the user to provide
input at branches in the graph rather than at every contig in a path.
We note that Bandage supports similar functionality for selecting
and exporting paths of contigs; however, it offers little visual guidance during the path construction process regarding the contigs
that are łavailablež to extend a path. Furthermore, Bandage does
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not support autofinishing, and requires the user to interact with
every contig added to a path.

The viewer interface supports modern internet browsers on
ordinary computers and on smartphones/tablets.

4

4.3

IMPLEMENTATION

MetagenomeScope is composed of two software components: a
command-line preprocessing script that performs layout and structural pattern detection on an input assembly graph, producing a
SQLite database file, and a client-side web łviewer interfacež that
can visualize these database files.
This modular design provides an advantage in the analysis of
large assembly graphs. Database files generated by the preprocessing script can be visualized an arbitrary number of times, without
repeatedly incurring the computational costs of layout and structural pattern detection. Additionally, the viewer interface and the
database files output by the preprocessing script can be hosted on
a server, allowing end users to view assembly graphs using only a
web browser.

4.1

Preprocessing Script: Laying Out the Graph

MetagenomeScope’s preprocessing script highlights and groups together contigs contained in basic structural patterns in the assembly
graph, and performs layout on the graph’s connected components
using Graphviz’ [6] dot tool for hierarchical layout. Many hierarchical layout algorithms, including dot, use heuristics to circumvent
the inherent intractability of Sugiyama-style hierarchical graph
drawing [4]. Although these layout approaches work relatively
quickly for most small graphs, on large graphs they can take a
longer amount of time compared to other layout algorithms such as
the force-directed algorithm employed by Bandage [16]. We posit,
however, that the relative quality of hierarchical layouts in many
cases justifies this increase in computation time.
The preprocessing script is primarily written in Python, with
some C++ code that interfaces with the Open Graph Drawing
Framework [3] to generate SPQR trees. The script supports Linux
and macOS systems.

4.2

Viewer Interface: Supporting Interaction
with the Graph

MetagenomeScope’s web viewer interface uses Cytoscape.js [5]
to visualize assembly graphs described by database files generated by its preprocessing script. Database files are processed on
the client side using sql.js [9]. The entirely client-side nature of
MetagenomeScope’s viewer interface reduces the need for any involved server-side operations, moving the onus of computation
to the user’s web browser. This has the effect of mitigating the
costs of actually hosting an instance of MetagenomeScope’s viewer
interface, making collaborative visualization of assembly graphs
easier. This also allows MetagenomeScope’s viewer interface to be
used without being hosted on a serverÐif it is downloaded to a
device, it can be accessed as a local file from a web browser on that
device.
In addition to standard controls for interactive graph manipulation such as panning, zooming, and selection, the viewer interface
includes a variety of novel controls to support exploratory analysis
of the assembly graph; many of these are discussed in section 3.

Source Code and License

MetagenomeScope’s source code is released under the GNU General
Public License (GPL), version 3. The source code is publicly available
on GitHub at https://github.com/marbl/MetagenomeScope.

5

CONCLUSION

We have presented MetagenomeScope, a tool for visualizing and
interacting with assembly graphs. MetagenomeScope relies on a
hierarchical layout algorithm in order to visualize graphs in a way
that captures the linear structure of genomic graphs and highlights
graph patterns that may represent biological features.
MetagenomeScope also provides many novel features to augment
exploratory analysis of these graphs. Structural pattern collapsing,
scaffold visualization, manual finishing controls, and SPQR tree
decompositionÐto name a few such toolsÐprovide functionality not
currently available in other tools for visualizing genome assembly
graphs.
MetagenomeScope is, however, just a first step towards better
interactive visualizations of assembly graphs. The ability to detect a richer set of graph patterns and to hierarchically organize
them would allow for a multi-level representation able to simultaneously capture the large-scale structure of the graph and drill
down to explore interesting motifs. Better layout algorithms developed specifically for handling the unique characteristics of the
assembly graphs could reduce the computational cost of layout
operations, perhaps even allowing their execution directly in the
browser. Further performance improvements could be obtained
through parallelization or through the use of special hardware such
as GPU processors.
Metagenomic assembly is an inherently difficult process. Although it is likely to remain a hard problem for quite some time, we
believe that visualization tools like MetagenomeScope can provide
a means of simplifying the processÐand a means of helping users
explore their dataÐin the meantime.
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